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describe the contents of a web document. A survey and
comparison of these systems can be found in [14].

Abstract
The problems of accessing and integrating
heterogeneous information sources are becoming centerstage problems. One problem arising from accessing
heterogeneous sources is semantic heterogeneity. In this
paper, we propose a metadata dictionary based on domain
ontology as an assistant mechanism for query processing
the heterogeneous sources and resolving semantic
heterogeneity. An XML-based data model is employed to
manipulate and express the metadata dictionary contents.
The inherent flexibility of XML technology enables
system-wide interoperability suitable for a Web-based
operations.
Keywords: Heterogeneous Information Sources, Domain
Ontology, Query Processing.
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INTRODUCTION

Recently, one of the most problems arising from
accessing and integrating heterogeneous information
sources (hereafter HIS) is semantic heterogeneity. Such a
problem occurs when there is a disagreement about the
meaning, interpretation, or intended use of the same or
related data [16]. Examples of such semantic
heterogeneity problems are naming conflicts, data type
conflicts, scaling conflicts, and generalization conflicts.
A number of systems have been proposed to cope
with semantic heterogeneity problems. For example,
mediator-based systems [19, 9] provide the inter-schema
architecture for integrating access to data from different
sources and converting data and queries into canonical
formats via the mediator and wrapper components.
Description logic-based systems [12, 2] offer a different
approach to elaborate source description by means of
description logic [4] for solving queries over multiple
sources. Unlike the mediator approach, the description
logic approach abstracts the heterogeneous sources from
users through a global view.
Content-descriptive
metadata systems [11, 7] utilize annotation information
that is tightly integrated with HTML as metadata to
*

In this paper, we propose a metadata dictionary
extended from [1] as a means for resolving semantic
heterogeneity and providing access and integration of
HIS on the WWW. Access and retrieval of HIS focus on
structured data sources, such as database systems, and
semi-structured data sources, such as XML documents
[18].
The metadata dictionary is designed based on
domain ontology [10, 8, 17], which acts as a unifying
framework for accessing and integrating data with
different data models into a homogeneous logical user’s
view. In order to support system-wide interoperability
suitable for a Web-based environment, we choose XML
as a language for expressing the metadata dictionary
contents, as well as providing flexibility and scalability in
building and manipulating the ontology terminologies.
These terminologies are subsequently shared by agents to
access and retrieve real data from the underlying physical
sources.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows.
Section 2 presents the metadata dictionary based on
ontology modeling techniques. Section 3 presents the
structuring of XML-based metadata dictionary. The
XML-DTD obtained in the process is also illustrated.
Section 4 illustrates the querying process in accessing and
integrating HIS through the proposed metadata dictionary.
Section 5 concludes the paper and suggests further
research extension.
2 ONTOLOGY-BASED METADATA DICTIONARY
In this section, we focus on modeling the domain
ontology, which is the fundamental building block of the
metadata dictionary. The domain ontology has been
modeled on the basis of a bottom-up design approach [5,
13].
The modeling process involves the schema
translation of the underlying physical information sources
into intermediate schemas via the E-R model [6], and
schema integration of these intermediate schemas into a
global conceptual schema in order to eliminate structural
heterogeneity [3, 13]. Details of schema translation and
integration can be found in [15].
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Our approach focuses on extracting the ontology
from the underlying global conceptual schema to obtain
an explicit user-viewed representation. The ontology
extraction is illustrated through the real university system
and extracted into two levels of abstraction, namely, the
conceptual level of abstraction and the physical level of
abstraction, as follows.
2.1 The Conceptual Level Representation
The global conceptual schema is restructured into
virtual schema, as illustrated in Figure 1, encompassing
virtual concepts (or entities), virtual properties (or
attributes), relationships, and construction rules. The
virtual schema is an initial ontology represented by the
Extended Entity-Relationship (EER) model. The virtual
property st_id is an object identifier or key, st_name,
and st_salary are ordinary properties whose values are
atomic values, and dept_id is an object identifier
reference or foreign key. To solve data type and scaling
conflicts, the object identifier and ordinary properties can
further designate additional domain properties represented
by circles to specify a predefined type and scaling
domains.
For example, the domain properties of
st_salary are of the predefined type “Float” and scaling
domain “US$”. As such, the same logical data items with
different physical data types or unit types, such as
“Double” and “AU$” from HIS, can be displayed in a
uniform format. To solve generalization conflicts, an ISA relationship is used as an arrow to connect a specific
concept (e.g., Instructor) to a general concept (e.g.,
Staff).
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Figure 1. The ontology at the conceptual level of abstraction.
Note that the relationship course_teach is treated
as a concept in the ontology.
2.2 The Physical Level Representation
This level is designed to solve naming conflicts by
designing each virtual property to hold its physical
instances (represented by ellipses) that store the
synonymous physical property names of the physical
concepts in a global conceptual schema. Figure 2
illustrates a partial ontology structure in this level. Each
physical instance defines its own properties, denoted by
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circles that encompass other physical information
corresponding to the physical instances, such as physical
data type, unit type, concept, and source. For example,
Staff_id of Staff_Member and Inst_id of
Instructor_Member are synonymous terms and are
designed as the physical instances of the virtual property
st_id. The values of physical information properties
named PDataType, PUnitType, PCname, and PSname of
Staff_id are “Integer”, “NULL”, “Staff_Member”, and
“Source1”, respectively. The ontology in this level also
holds physical source configurations, furnishing necessary
information to grant permission and knowledge for agents
in accessing individual physical source.
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VProperty

VProperty

VProperty
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Figure 2. The ontology at the physical level of abstraction.
3 THE XML-BASED METADATA DICTIONARY
Since XML has strengths in well-formed, validity,
and schema, we use XML to represent the metadata
dictionary contents. The structural design of XML-DTD
was set up from the domain ontology components to
maintain their conceptual and physical correspondence
and consistency as depicted in Figure 3.
<?xml version="1.0" standalone="yes"?>
<!DOCTYPE
MetadataDictionary [
<!ELEMENT MetadataDictionary (VConcepts, PhysicalSourceConfs)>
<!ATTLIST MetadataDictionary MetadataName ID #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT Vconcepts (VConcept)+>
<!ELEMENT Vconcept (VRelationships?, VProperties)>
<!ATTLIST Vconcept Vcname ID #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT VRelationships (VRelationship)+>
<!ELEMENT VRelationship (AssocConcept)+>
<!ATTLIST VRelationship VRelname
(IS-A|IS-PART-OF|Associative) #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT AssocConcept (#PCDATA)>
<!ATTLIST AssocConcept VConcept
IDREF
#IMPLIED>
<!ELEMENT VProperties
(VPoid|VPord|VPref)+>
<!ELEMENT VPoid
(VDataType, VUnitType, PProperties)>
<!ATTLIST VPoid
VPname
ID
#REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT VPord
(VDataType, VUnitType, PProperties)>
<!ATTLIST VPord
VPname
CDATA
#IMPLIED>
<!ELEMENT VPref
(#PCDATA)>
<!ATTLIST VPref
VPoid
IDREF
#IMPLIED>
<!ELEMENT VDataType
(#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT VUnitType
(#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT PProperties
(PProperty)+>
<!ELEMENT PProperty
(PDataType, PUnitType)>
<!ATTLIST PProperty
PPname
CDATA
#REQUIRED
PCname
IDREFS
#REQUIRED
PSname
IDREF
#REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT PDataType
(#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT PUnitType
(#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT PhysicalSourceConfs
(PSource)+>
<!ELEMENT PSource
(PConcept)+>
<!ATTLIST PSource
PSname
ID
#REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT PConcept
(PDataModel, Permission, Owner)>
<!ATTLIST PConcept
PCname
ID
#REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT PDataModel
(#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT Permission
(#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT Owner
(#PCDATA)>
]>

Figure 3. The XML-DTD metadata dictionary structure.

4

QUERYING
PROCESSING
FOR
HETEROGENEOUS INFORMATION SOURCES

Algorithm: Searching the Physical Information in the metadata dictionary.
Input: A pair <vc, vp>, where vc is a virtual concept name specified in the FROM clause and
vp is a target virtual property name specified in the SELECT or WHERE clause
Output: T = {ai | i = 1…n}, a finite set of virtual and physical mapping information such that
ak ∈ T is defined as a 5-tuple < vc, vp, PPname, PCname, PSname>, where
PPname, PCname, and PSname are physical property name, concept name
and source name, respectively.
Let T = φ;
Let K = {“VConcepts”, “VProperties”, “PProperties”};
Let v = root;
for each unmark vertex w adjacent to v do
begin
visit and mark w;
if (w.element in K) or (w.VCname = vc) or
(w.VPname = vp) or (w.VPref = vp) then
v = w;
else
if v.element = “PProperties” then
begin
Add (vc, vp, w.PPname, w.PCname, w.PSname) to T;
end
end

In the following, we discuss the querying process for
HIS with the help of information from the metadata
dictionary.
4.1 The Process of
Information Sources

Accessing

Heterogeneous

The querying process to access HIS starts at the
presentation layer of the reference architecture in [1].
Users can pose a query through a unified-query form
encircling the virtual schema provided by the user
interface agent. The processes in accessing HIS consist
of two steps: global transaction creation and global
transaction decomposition.

Figure 4. The algorithm for searching physical
information in the metadata dictionary.
2.3 Constraint generating process: The virtual
concepts/ properties in the WHERE clause of the global
transaction are mapped onto the associated physical
properties, concepts, and sources. For each group with
the same physical source, the qualifying predicates of the
global transaction are replaced with the physical
properties and concepts to form the same constraints in a
sub-transaction. The join predicates of a sub-transaction
are generated from matching the same pairs of physical
properties and their corresponding physical concepts.
These entire constraints are combined to construct the
complete constraints of a sub-transaction as illustrated in
Figure 5.

4.1.1 Global Transaction Creation
Upon submission of a user query, the request will be
sent to the User Interface Agent to form a global
transaction which is a visual user requirement represented
in standard SQL format, as well as to validate the syntax
by means of the metadata dictionary. The global
transaction consists of virtual concepts and properties of
the virtual schema. The global transaction is then sent to
the managing agent, where global transaction
decomposition is initiated.
4.1.2 Global Transaction Decomposition

SELECT Staff.st_name, Department.dept_name,
Staff.st_salary, Course.crs_name,
Course_Teach.crs_time
FROM Staff, Department, Course_Teach, Course
WHERE Staff.st_id = “11111”
AND Staff.dept_id = Department.dept_id
AND Staff.st_id = Course_Teach.st_id
(a) A global transaction generated
AND Course_Teach.crs_id = Course.crs_id
by the user interface agent

This process transforms a global transaction into subtransactions by substituting each virtual concept and
property in the global transaction with the corresponding
physical concept and property of the local physical
sources obtained from the metadata dictionary. The
decomposition processes can be accomplished in two
steps as follows.
(1) Mapping. The virtual concepts and properties in the
SELECT clause are mapped into the associated physical
properties, concepts, and sources. This process is carried
out through a mapping algorithm, as illustrated in Figure
4; and

{S1| ∃S, D (Staff_Member(S)∧ Department(D) ∧
S.Dept_id = D.Dept_id ∧ S.Staff_id = “11111” ∧
S1.Staff_name = S.Staff_name ∧ S1.Salary =
S.Salary ∧ S1.Dept_name = D.Dept_name) }

{S2| ∃I, T, C (Instructor_Member(I)∧Course_Teach(T) ∧
Course(C) ∧ I.Inst_id = “11111” ∧ I.Inst_id = T.Inst_id ∧
T.Course_id = C.Course_id ∧ S2.Inst_name=
I.Inst_name ∧ S2.Salary = I.Salary ∧ S2.Course_name =
C.Course_name ∧ S2.Course_time = T.Course_time)}

(b) Sub-transaction1 generated by the managing (c) Sub-transaction 2 generated by the managing
agent is sent to the physical source Source1
agent is sent to the physical source Source2

(2) Sub-transactions creation. Each sub-transaction is
created from the following processes:
2.1 Grouping process: The virtual concepts/properties
and the corresponding physical concepts/ properties with
the same physical source are grouped together.
2.2 Substitution process: The virtual concepts/properties
in each group are substituted by the corresponding
physical concepts/properties to form a sub-transaction.
The physical properties are considered the requested
information in the SELECT clause, and the physical
concepts the target accessed information sources in the
FROM clause.
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Figure 5. Decomposition of the global transaction into subtransactions associated with physical information sources.
Each sub-transaction, together with the physical
source configurations that are necessary for accessing
HIS, is then packed and sent along with each search agent
to the resource agent at the destination source.
4.2 The Process of
Information Sources

Integrating

Heterogeneous

In this process, the results obtained from the
execution of each sub-transaction are transformed into a
canonical data model represented in an XML-based
format via the interface wrappers as illustrated in Figure 6

(a) and (b). These XML results are transmitted to the
managing agent where the integration process is carried
out.

<!DOCTYPE Instructor_view [
<!ELEMENT
Instructor_view (st_name,
dept_name, st_salary, crs_name, crs_time)>
<!ELEMENT st_name
(#PCDATA>
<!ELEMENT dept_name (#PCDATA>
(c) The unified XML-based
<!ELEMENT st_salary (#PCDATA>
data based on user’s view
<!ELEMENT crs_name (#PCDATA>
<!ELEMENT crs_time
(#PCDATA>
generated by the managing
]>

agent.
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